Quill & Compass Scholarships

APPLICATION INSTRUCTIONS

1. Applications will be accepted from incoming students only, and must include a short cover letter from the applicant describing his/her interest in history, political science and American Studies, and reasons for applying to be a Quill & Compass Scholar.

2. Applicants must submit a social studies (history, government, etc.) paper of 6-8 consecutive pages in length (or an excerpt of 6-8 consecutive pages from a longer paper) that represents their best work in the subject. Please include citations. This may be work previously written as part of a school assignment. Papers should be typed, double-spaced, and in a readable type-face. Include your name and address on the title page. Unless so requested, papers will not be returned.

3. Applicants must secure a one-page recommendation from a current or former social studies teacher that addresses their interest in history and/or political science, and performance in social studies courses. Teachers should submit their recommendations directly to Jonathan Webb, Office of Admissions, jwebb2@washcoll.edu or by mail at WC Admissions Office, 300 Washington Ave., Chestertown, MD 21620.

Applications for the 2016-17 academic year are due February 28, 2016. For assistance with the application process, please contact the Admissions Office: Jonathan Webb, 410-778-7700 or jwebb2@washcoll.edu.

The Quill and Compass Scholarships at Washington College are made possible through the generosity of the National Endowment for the Humanities, the Colonial Dames of America, Chapter I, and other supporters and friends.